The proposed action considers modernizing the training ranges, training support infrastructure, and the cantonment area at PTA. The Army’s proposed action is supportive of Training Circular 25–8 Training Ranges (TC 25–8), the National Security Strategy (NSS, 2010) and the Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR 2010); these strategic documents have been incorporated into the Army’s decision making process. The purpose of the proposed action (modernization) is to reduce a shortfall in collective live-fire training capability in Hawai‘i and improve the infrastructure that supports the training capability.

An IPBC is used to train and test infantry platoons, either mounted or dismounted, on the skills necessary to conduct tactical movement techniques and detect, identify, engage, and defeat stationary and moving infantry and armor targets in a tactical array. A standard IPBC is approximately 500 meter (m) wide at the initial engagement entry point and 1,500m wide at the final engagement point and 4,000m long. The Army plans to construct an IPBC that would be 1,000m wide at the initial engagement entry point to add flexibility for unit commanders to train combat scenarios experienced in the contemporary combat environment.

A Live-fire Shoothouse and MOUT facility would be sited in the immediate vicinity of the IPBC. The Shoothouse would provide Army unit leaders with a facility to train and evaluate the unit during a live-fire exercise. Soldiers would fire small arms weapons at targets within the facility. The range would include associated range operations and control facilities, an operations/storage building, latrine, and after-action review (AAR) facility. The primary facility of the Shoothouse would be a two-story building approximately 4,700 square feet, with stairways and a roof.

The MOUT facility would include the construction or placement of approximately 24 modular structures to replicate small villages for units to complete training tasks in an urban/semi-urban operating environment. There is no standard design for a MOUT facility. The MOUT facility footprint at PTA would be approximately 800 feet by 800 feet or approximately 640,000 square feet. Predicted environmental impacts associated with the modernization of PTA may include actions that have both positive (beneficial) and adverse impacts to the environmental resources at PTA.

Each proposed IPBA live-fire alternative location under consideration is either in or directly adjacent to the existing impact area at PTA.

Based on public scoping and factors discussed above, the Army will refine its range of reasonable alternatives to the extent possible to accommodate mission requirements. In reaching this decision, the Army will assess and consider public concerns.

**Scoping and Public Comment:** All interested members of the public, including Federally recognized Indian Tribes, Native Hawai‘i groups, and Federal, state, and local agencies are invited to participate in the scoping process for the preparation of this PEIS. Written comments identifying environmental issues, concerns and opportunities to be analyzed in the PEIS will be accepted for 45 days following publication of the Notice of Intent in the Federal Register. Scoping meetings will be held on the Island of Hawai‘i. Notification of the times and locations for the scoping meetings will be published in local newspapers.

**Dated:** December 16, 2010.

Hershell E. Wolfe,
Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army (Environment, Safety, and Occupational Health).
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**DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE**

**Department of the Navy**

**Notice of Availability of Government-Owned Inventions; Available for Licensing**

**AGENCY:** Department of the Navy, DoD.

**ACTION:** Notice.

**SUMMARY:** The inventions listed below are assigned to the United States Government as represented by the Secretary of the Navy and are made available for licensing by the Department of the Navy.

- Navy Case No. 83951—Apparatus and System for Data Surveillance; Navy Case No. 84021—System and Method for Improved Patient Status Monitoring; Navy Case No. 97188—Software Architecture for Access Control Based on Hierarchical Characteristics; Navy Case No. 97189—System of Access Control Based on Hierarchical Characteristics; Navy Case No. 97556—Preparation of SERS Substrates on Silica-Coated Magnetic Microspheres; Navy Case No. 98163—Algorithm for minimum antenna size; Navy Case No. 98184—MEMS-Based Multi-Channel Fabry-Perot Interferometer System with Increased Tuning Range and Resolution; Navy Case No. 98300—System and Method for Geodesic Data Mining; Navy Case No. 98400—Method for Determining Collision Risk for Collision Avoidance Systems; Navy Case No. 98582—Electrolytic Fluid Antenna; Navy Case No. 98666—Plasmonic Transistor; Navy Case No. 98721—Static Wireless Data-Glove Apparatus for Gesture Processing and Recognition and Information-Coding and Input Method; Navy Case No. 98722—Host-Centric Method for Automatic Collision Avoidance Decisions; Navy Case No. 98745—Method of Fabricating A Micro-Electro-Mechanical Apparatus for Generating Power Responsive to Mechanical Vibration; Navy Case No. 98763—Hydrostatic Actuated Flood Plug; Navy Case No. 99735—Apparatus for Generating Power Responsive to Mechanical Vibration; Navy Case No. 99740—Tunable Resonant Frequency MEMS Kinetic Energy Harvester; Navy Case No. 99741—Improved Electro-Magnetic Kinetic Energy Harvesting Device Using Increased Magnetic Edge Area; Navy Case No. 99846—Method for Fusing Overhead Imagery with Automatic Vessel Reporting Systems; Navy Case No. 99933—Improved Electrolytic Fluid Antenna; Navy Case No. 100162—Method for Detecting and Mapping Fires Using Features Extracted from Overhead Imagery; Navy Case No. 100190—Device for Maximizing Packing Density with Cylindrical Objects in Cylindrical Cavities; Navy Case No. 100225—Plasmonic Logic Device; Navy Case No. 100249—Shipboard Winch with Guide Vanes; Navy Case No. 100474—A System and Method for Learning Visual Recognition through Reusable Symbolic Pattern Matching; Navy Case No. 100345—Stand-Off Charging for Batteries; Navy Case No. 100447—Conformal Faraday Effect Antenna; Navy Case No. 100340—Shipboard Antenna Virtual Tuning System and Method; Navy Case No. 100545—Method for Maximizing Packing Density with Cylindrical Objects in Cylindrical Cavities; Navy Case No. 100678—Battery Tray Holder with Electrical Conductor for Holding Cylindrical Battery Cells; Navy Case No. 100311—System for Amplifying Flow-Induced Vibration Energy Using Boundary Layer and Vortex Flow Control; Navy Case No. 100341—Simplified System Status Advisor
Providing Uniform Cross-Platform Status Information: Navy Case No. 100809—Time Domain Inertial Sensor; Navy Case No. 100849—Structural Design of a Mechanical Gyro with Increased Sensitivity and Reduced Quatature Error; Navy Case No. 100869—Micro-Resonator with Reduced Acceleration Sensitivity and Phase Noise Using Time Domain Switch.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Brian Suh, Office of Research and Technology Applications, Space and Naval Warfare Systems Center Pacific, Code 72120, 53560 Hull St, Bldg A33 Room 2305, San Diego, CA 92152–5001, telephone 619–553–5118, e-mail: brian.suh@navy.mil.


Dated: December 17, 2010.

D.J. Werner,
Lieutenant Commander, Office of the Judge Advocate General, U.S. Navy, Federal Relay Liaison Officer.
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Notice of Proposed Information Collection Requests

AGENCY: Department of Education.

ACTION: Comment request.

SUMMARY: The Department of Education (the Department), in accordance with the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (PRA) (44 U.S.C. 3506(c)(2)(A)), provides the general public and Federal agencies with an opportunity to comment on proposed and continuing collections of information. This helps the Department assess the impact of its information collection requirements and minimize the reporting burden on the public and helps the public understand the Department’s information collection requirements and provide the requested data in the desired format. The Director, Information Collection Clearance Division, Regulatory Information Management Services, Office of Management, invites comments on the proposed information collection requests as required by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995.

DATES: Interested persons are invited to submit comments on or before February 22, 2011.

ADDRESSES: Comments regarding burden and/or the collection activity requirements should be electronically mailed to ICRequestMngr@ed.gov or mailed to U.S. Department of Education, 400 Maryland Avenue, SW., LBJ, Washington, DC 20202–4537. Please note that written comments received in response to this notice will be considered public records.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Section 3506 of the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (44 U.S.C. chapter 35) requires that Federal agencies provide interested parties an early opportunity to comment on information collection requests. The Director, Information Collection Clearance Division, Regulatory Information Management Services, Office of Management, publishes this notice containing proposed information collection requests at the beginning of the Departmental review of the information collection. The Department of Education is especially interested in public comment addressing the following issues: (1) Is this collection necessary to the proper functions of the Department; (2) will this information be processed and used in a timely manner; (3) is the estimate of burden accurate; (4) how might the Department enhance the quality, utility, and clarity of the information to be collected; and (5) how might the Department minimize the burden of this collection on the respondents, including through the use of information technology.

Dated: December 17, 2010.

Darrin A. King,
Director, Information Collection Clearance Division, Regulatory Information Management Services, Office of Management.

Office of the Secretary

Type of Review: Extension.

Title of Collection: EDGAR Recordkeeping and Reporting Requirements.

OMB Control Number: 1994–0009.

Agency Form Number(s): N/A.

Frequency of Responses: As needed/required.

Affected Public: Businesses or other for-profit; State, Local, or Tribal Government, State Education Agencies or Local Education Agencies.

Total Estimated Number of Annual Responses: 9,174.

Total Estimated Number of Annual Burden Hours: 36,714.

Abstract: The Education Department General Administrative Regulations (EDGAR) contain several requirements that grantees maintain certain types of records related to their grants and to report or submit certain information to the Department. Part 74 of EDGAR applies to Institutions of Higher Education, nonprofit organizations, and hospitals. Additionally, under 34 CFR 75.261, all types of grantees including State Educational Agencies, Local Educational Agencies, and Federally Recognized Indian Tribal Governments may follow the regulations in 34 CFR 74.25(e)(2) regarding extension of a project period. Section 74.25(e)(2) allows grantees to initiate a one-time extension of their projects’ expiration date of up to 12 months without prior approval from the Department of Education. These grantee requirements are necessary for the effective administration and monitoring of grant projects.

Requests for copies of the proposed information collection request may be accessed from http://edicsweb.ed.gov, by selecting the “Browse Pending Collections” link and by clicking on link number 4467. When you access the information collection, click on “Download Attachments” to view. Written requests for information should be addressed to U.S. Department of Education, 400 Maryland Avenue, SW., LBJ, Washington, DC 20202–4537. Requests may also be electronically mailed to ICRequestMngr@ed.gov or faxed to 202–401–0920. Please specify the complete title of the information collection and OMB Control Number when making your request.

Individuals who use a telecommunications device for the deaf (TDD) may call the Federal Information Relay Service (FIRS) at 1–800–877–8339.

[FR Doc. 2010–32229 Filed 12–22–10; 8:45 am]
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

National Advisory Committee on Institutional Quality and Integrity (NACIQI) Meeting

AGENCY: National Advisory Committee on Institutional Quality and Integrity, Office of Postsecondary Education, Department of Education.

ACTION: Notice of the February 3–4, 2011, open meeting of the National Advisory Committee on Institutional Quality and Integrity (NACIQI), procedures for submitting third-party written comments, and procedures for making third-party oral comments at the meeting.

SUMMARY: This notice sets forth the schedule and agenda of the upcoming open meeting of the NACIQI. It also informs members of the public how to submit third-party written comments and how to submit third-party oral comment requests. The notice of this meeting is required under section 10(a)(2) of the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) and section 114(d)(1)(B) of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended (HEA), and as